After triumphing throughout Asia, Germany, Mexico and the United States, where it achieved the best launch on Fox in 7 years, "MASK SINGER" is coming on TF1.

France is about to conduct the investigation alongside Camille Combal to discover which celebrities are hiding behind the masks?
This new great family entertainment, produced by Hervé Hubert, puts 12 celebrities masked under spectacular costumes (Peacock, Bee, Panther, Eagle, Lion, Unicorn, Cupcake, Monster...) in competition. Their identity is hidden from other competitors, investigators and the public. Celebrities from all fields (actors, animators, sportsmen, journalists, singers, comedians, politicians...) compete by singing hits known to all.

The argument is simple: Before each performance, clues are revealed in a film and after each performance, the investigators question the celebrity who has just sung and try to guess his identity!
The personality’s voice is not modified when she sings but when she/he answers the questions!
The public and investigators vote after the performances. The celebrity who has performed the worst is eliminated at the end of the show and must then reveal her/his her identity.
The other celebrities keep hiding their identities and comeback to sing the following week. The investigations promise to be colourful with our four-star detectives: Alessandra Sublet, Kev Adams, Anggun and Jarry.
Our 4 investigators will do everything to find out who is behind the mask. Will they be able to unmask the 12 celebrities?

IT'S NOW YOUR TURN TO PLAY!

"WILL YOU BE ABLE TO GUESS WHICH CELEBRITIES ARE HIDING BEHIND THE MASKS? »